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Across
1  22 in Old English (3)  
3  I see November 22 (4)  
5  1A is out of tune, having shifted a sound (6)  
9  Bravo to Nobel Prize-winning author’s benediction (8)  
10 One enters to allow 3A (6)  
12 22 centigrade in Alaska (4)  
13 Cold argument for relative of 34A, for example (4)  
14 3D beginning to take comfort (5)  
16 Clear hail envelops pathetic slob (7)  
17 Country sign split by wild shot (7)  
19 Answer notes by small lake (7)  
22 Unusually mean definition for eight entries sharing an initial letter which is omitted in their wordplay (4)  
25 See 21 down  
27 Mafia boss goes after someone known for masturbating endlessly (2,3,2)  
29 Drink in explosive gift (6)  
32 Calvin’s family catching westbound train (5)  
33 Gather a service (5)  
34 22 in Spanish, alas (3)  
35 Vibrating object containing liquor and a dollop of mayonnaise (9)  
36 Yeast is fermenting so far (2,3)  

Down
1 Lift volume without permission for biblical 22 (3)  
2 Use tax involving well (8)  
3 22 is quiet, following Olivia’s lead (4)  
4 Acclaimed individual to sharpen rock inside (7)  
6 Middle East river covered by educator on test (7)  
7 Axe a guy (5)  
8 Steak as main course, served outside of bed (9)  
11 They say university is like a road sometimes (3-4)  
12 22 naked academic officials (4)  
15 Spike beneath grand 34D (4)  
18 Icon in e-commerce put up on empty outline (5)  
20 South Asian detective receives something that’s not a poke? (7)  
21 and 25 across Treasure period: a long time (4,2)  
23 12A placed around pier after dropping down (6)  
24 Caution on part of hospital 1D (6)  
26 Leadership of Nixon and Goldwater creates disgust (6)  
28 On the way up, booby-trapped 12D (5)  
30 Stab holy person in secret meeting (5)  
31 Was in charge of general audiences getting called (4)  
34 22 in Yiddish, alas (3)